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Abstract Animating an articulated character requires the
explicit specification of interior skeleton structure and its
attachment to skin surface. This task of “rigging” typically
involves the manual weight painting and deformation fine-
tuningwith popular conventional animationmethods.Weight
painting is unavoidably a time-consuming and laborious
process that would need sophisticated skills from anima-
tors during animation production. In this paper, using the
extended position-based dynamics (PBD), we have articu-
lated a strategy to generate the realistic skin deformation and
reuse the painted weights on a new character. For each frame,
the skin is deformed by the linear blend skinning method
(LBS) at first. To solve the problem of candy-wrapper effect
and surface overlapping in LBS, we improve the traditional
PBD method by adding energy constraints and employ sev-
eral geometrically and physically-based constraints to refine
the deformed skin automatically. To further reduce the ani-
mator’s workload from tedious rigging process, we propose
the weight retargeting approach using surface matching and
interpolation based on the powerful bi-harmonic distance.
It could transfer the weights of an existing model to a new
character with similar topology. Through numerous experi-
ments, we could demonstrate the visual performance of our
new techniques on a variety of articulated characters.
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1 Introduction

To animate a 3D character, animators need to embed the
skeleton into the character model and attach it to the sur-
face mesh. This process is called rigging. Once a character
is properly rigged and the influence of the skeletal joints is
associated with the skin surface, the task of “skinning” is
finished. Such type of animation is called skeleton-driven
animation which has become an industrial standard for char-
acter animation. Despite many recent research efforts, using
the state-of-the-art 3D software such as Maya and 3dmax,
manual rigging is still a common way for most animation
studios. Building quality rigswould require animators spend-
ing a significant amount of time and effort to manipulate the
models, especially during the process of weight painting.

Traditional rigging process of articulated characters could
be roughly decomposed into the following tasks:

1. Skeleton embedding Setting a hierarchy of skeleton
structure for the character; adjusting the position and ori-
entation of joints in the skeleton to fit the model properly.

2. Skinning Binding the skeleton to the model; influencing
the character surface mesh with a skinning algorithm and
refining plenty of attributes, such as weight, in order to
obtain proper deformation.

3. Setting controllers Creating handles and manipulators to
control the rig, by a series of constraints or inverse kine-
matics (IK).

Many research institutions and studios have made great
efforts to reuse and automate the above-mentioned labor-
intensive process for different models. In principle, using a
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template skeleton structure with a fixed number of bones and
joints, tasks (1) and (3) could be conducted automatically [1–
3]. However, the automation of task (2) is difficult since the
rigging process is strongly dependent on the shape of the
character model, which varies wildly from one to the others.
Hence, the skinning process in professional studios usually
requires a large amount of back and forth manual modifi-
cation of the skin weights (i.e., weight painting) by highly
skilled animators, in order to ensure a realistic and smooth
surface deformation. Although there have been a number of
studies [4–6] to address this very important topic, none of
them has satisfactorily achieved the goal of generating high-
quality rig without manual interventions.

In this paper, we develop an automatic skinning and
weight retargeting approach for articulated characters. After
a template skeleton embedding, the skin is deformed by the
linear blend skinning method at first. To solve the prob-
lem of “candy-wrapper” and surface overlapping in LBS, we
improve the traditional position-based dynamics method by
adding energy constraints and employ a number of geometric
and physical constraints to modify the deformed skin in joint
area automatically. Since most weight painting takes place
at joint areas, this PBD-based skinning refinement could
save animators a significant amount of time from the tradi-
tional rigging process. Finally, to further release the animator
from tedious weight painting, we devise the weight retarget-
ing algorithm using the surface matching and interpolation
method based on the bi-harmonic distance. It can transfer
the well-painted weight from an existing character model to
a new one with similar topology. This process ensures the
high-quality rig can be reused without manual interventions.
Specifically, this paper includes the following innovative con-
tributions:
• We extend the traditional PBD method by adding
energy constraints. Such constraints could enforce energy
preservation, which takes the stiffness of material into
account and can illustrate the visual performance of
soft skin deformation with different material attributes.
Then, we employ a number of geometric and physi-
cal constraints (e.g., stretch, volume preservation, bind,
energy preservation, self-collision) in PBD to modify
the deformed skin by LBS in joint area. This automatic
skinning refinement process can reduce animators a sig-
nificant amount of time during the process of weight
painting.

• We propose a weight retargeting approach using the sur-
face matching and interpolation method based on the
bi-harmonic distance. It can transfer the well-painted
weights from an existing character model to a new one
with similar topology. Coupled with the automatic skin-
ning refinement based on PBD, this technique ensures
the high-quality rig can be reused without manual inter-
ventions.

2 Related work

Our method is closely related to skeleton-based skinning
techniques and position-based dynamics. We list the refer-
ences that are most relevant to our work.

Skeleton-based skinning techniques can be classified into
two categories; geometry-basedmethods and example-based
methods. Geometry-based approaches [7–9,12] deform the
articulated characters by the standard skeletal subspace
deformation. One well-known algorithm is the linear blend
skinning (LBS) [7], which has been widely used in the real-
time animation due to its high computational efficiency.
However, LBS suffers from several visual distortion, such
as self-intersection and “candy-wrapper” artifact, because
of the linear nature of the algorithm. Through a nonlin-
ear transformation blending, e.g., dual quaternion skinning
(DQS) [10], the geometry distortion of LBS can be reduced.
Unfortunately, DQS blending also suffers from the unde-
sirable joint-bulging artefacts, which requires manual work
from animators to be fixed [11]. Since all the manual work in
rigging, such asweight painting and artefacts fixing, are time-
consuming process, automatic skinning techniques [4,5]
are becoming increasingly popular. Jacobson et al. pro-
posed a linear blending weights, called bounded bi-harmonic
weights, to produce smooth and intuitive deformations for
points, bones and cages of arbitrary topology [5]. These
weightsminimize theLaplacian energy subject to bound con-
straints. It can be used for real-time deformation of 2D and
3D shapes. Mukai et al. propose a method for dynamic skin-
ning with a helper bone rig [9]. It can procedurally control
helper bones according to skeleton motion in order to imi-
tate dynamic skin deformation. Vaillant et al. use implicit
surfaces to preserve the original mesh properties, produce
controllable deformations and avoid self-collision during
deformation [12,13]. Müller et al. enhance the realism of
animated characters by adding physically-based secondary
motion to deformable parts such as cloth, skin or hair [14].

Example-based methods are another effective way to
deform skin. They usually remove the geometry artefacts
by adding pose examples [15–18] or additional skinning
weights [19,20]. Xu et al. presented an approach to add
physically-based dynamics to pose-space deformation and
character rigging [18]. It augments pose-space deformation
with high-quality secondary soft tissue dynamics under arbi-
trary rigging. Mohr et al. present an automated method to
build character skins that are fast to compute and compactly
represented from a set of examples [19]. It allows artists to
use any skin editing tools they like while producing charac-
ters that meet the visual performance demands.

Weight setting for skinning is also an important task in
rigging to avoid deformation artefacts. Recently, Dionne et
al. [6] presented an automatic skinning weights computation
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Fig. 1 Framework of automatic skinning and weight retargeting by extended position-based dynamics

algorithm using geodesic distances. Based on the interpola-
tion in the surface and volume domain, Seo et al. present a
method to transfer an anatomically-based rig froman existing
character to another [21]. Ju et al. presented a skinning tem-
plate method using cage-based deformations [22]. It allows
the rigging and skinning solutions to be shared and reused for
new articulated characters. However, this cage-based skin-
ning template approach cannot create detailed skin behaviors
which are usually required in high-end applications. Le et al.
pre-compute the optimized center of rotation for each vertex
from the rest pose and skinning weights [23]. During anima-
tion, these centers of rotation are used to interpolate the rigid
transformation for each vertex. Thismethod can significantly
reduce the artifacts of LBS and DQS.

To take full advantage of painted weights for existing
characters, some innovative methods involve weight retar-
geting. Allen et al. present a method for transferring the
animation setup from one character to other scanned char-
acter meshes [24]. Each joint is retargeted according to three
markers on the meshes. Dicko et al. present a method which
can retarget several attributes, including skeleton and skin-
ning weights [25]. Nevertheless, this method cannot retarget
user provided skeletons and skinning weights as it relies on
a template character. Recently, Avril et al. present a general
method for transferring skeletons and weights between char-
acters with distinct mesh topologies [26].

Position-based dynamics (PBD) is a wildly used method in
physical deformation, due to its fast, robustness and position-
basedmanipulation feature [27,28]. It has unique advantages
in deforming cloth and soft object and becomes increas-
ingly popular in the game industry andVR surgical simulator
development [29]. Müller et al. presented a unified PBD
framework to simulate rigid, soft objects and fluid in real-
time environment [30]. Rumman et al. presented a skinning
algorithm for skeleton-driven deformations of articulated

characters basedonposition-baseddynamics [31]. Thewhole
process can be divided into two steps. In the first step, the
character is deformed by LBS; then, in the second step the
position of the vertices is accommodated by a PBD solver. A
graph coloring algorithm is also employed for parallelizing
the computationof the geometrical constraints. This leads to a
fast-deformed skin refinement. However, their approach does
not resolve the self-intersection, which leads to geometry
overlapping. Our research is the further work based on [31].
We extend PBD with more constraints, which contain the
energy preservation and self-collision, to handle the material
and overlapping problem. We also apply the surface match-
ing and interpolation based on bi-harmonic distance, in the
weight retargeting for rigging reuse.

3 Overview

As shown in Fig. 1, we first present the framework overview
as follows:

3.1 Initialization

The input is a triangle mesh representing the surface of char-
acter model and an animated skeleton. We use the technique
in [4] to embed the skeleton into the triangle mesh. The
tetrahedral mesh is also generated as the interior structure of
character using the tool package: PhysxViewer in NVIDIA
PhysX SDK [32]. We also compute the weights for each ver-
tex.

3.2 Skinning with LBS and extended PBD

At each frame, the skeleton moves and both the surface and
volumetric vertices are deformed by a standard LBS algo-
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2 Different stages of automatic skinning in our approach. a Orig-
inal model, b deforming using a standard LBS, c refining the surface
mesh using extended PBD

rithm (Fig. 2b). Then, we use position-based dynamics to
update both the tetrahedral and surface mesh automatically
in joints area by solving the constraints, which consists of
stretch, volume preservation, bind, self-collision and energy
preservation (Fig. 2c). Finally, the surface mesh will be out-
put after Laplacian smoothing.

3.3 Weight retargeting

In order to further improve the efficiency of rigging process, a
weight retargeting algorithm based on bi-harmonic distance
is designed to transfer thewell-paintedweights from an exist-
ing character model to a new one with similar topology.With
a well retargeted weights, the visual performance of skinning
with LBS and extended PBD can be improved.

4 Automatic skinning based on extended
position-based dynamics

4.1 Linear blend skinning

Generally, the animation skeleton can be defined by bone
segments connected with joints. In each animation frame,
supposing vi is the location of a surface vertex at its rest
pose, the deformed result v

′
i can be computed by:

v
′
i =

m∑

j=1

wi, jW jB
−1
j vi , (1)

whereW j denotes the transformation matrix associated with
bone j in its current pose. B−1

j denotes the inverse transfor-
mation of bone j in the rest pose. Here j = 1 . . .m and m is
the total number of bone segments.wi, j is the weight binding
vi to bone j . We can know that wi,1 + . . . + wi,m = 1 and
wi, j ≥ 0.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 Decomposition of all the vertices.aOriginal objectwith embed-
ded skeleton, b decomposition result

In LBS, each vertex is usually attached to one or more
skeletal bones. For each vertex vi , the weight w j indicates
how strong the bone j can affect on it in deformation. To
determine the weights, we first employ a simple but effec-
tive method [3] to decompose all the vertices into different
regions (Fig. 3b). It is similar to the nearest-neighbor cluster-
ing. We first collect the vertices near the joint under a radius
threshold, which can be set by experimental experience. All
these vertices belong to the joint regions. The rest of vertices
will be classified according to its nearest bone segment. If
a vertex is in the joint area (black points in Fig. 3b), it is
attached to 3 bone segments. If a vertex is not in the joint
area, it is attached to 2 bone segments. Then, we compute
the weights by:

wi, j = (1/di, j )4∑ni
k=1(1/di,k)

4
, (2)

where di,k indicates the distance between the vertex vi and
its k-th attached bone segment, ni is the total number of
bone segments attached to the vertex vi . The deformation
result of LBS is smooth but suffer from several artifacts such
as collapse (Fig. 2b) and self-intersection in joints area. We
need fix these artifacts by PBD which will be described in
the next section.

4.2 Position-based dynamic

Position-based dynamics (PBD) is a real-time deformation
approach based on Verlet integration. It is widely used in the
physical-based animationwith interactions [29]. Herewe use
PBD to modify the deformed skin in joints area through its
geometric and physical constraints. Technically, the initial
structure of object is modeled as the tetrahedral mesh with
a set of N particles and M constraints. A particle i (i ∈
[1, . . . , N ]) has the attributes of massmi , the position pi and
the velocity vi . Themotion of particles is governed by a set of
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Fig. 4 Illustration of stretch constraint between p1 and p2 for a edge

nonlinear constraints C j ( j ∈ [1, . . . , M]). The system with
constraints can be solved by Gauss–Seidel iterations which
directly update the position of particles. The target is to find
the correction�p in the neighborhood of constraint function
C around the current configuration p [27], there is:

C j (p + �p) ≈ C j (p) + ∇pC j (p) · �p = 0. (3)

For the correction �p of an individual particle pi , we have

�pi = −s∇pi C(p1, . . . ,pn), (4)

s = C(p1, . . . ,pn)
∑

j

∣∣∇pi C(p1, . . . ,pn)
∣∣2

. (5)

Here we use five types of constraints: stretch, volume
preservation, bind, energy preservation and self-collision to
modify the deformed skin and fix the artifacts in joints area.
Stretch and volume preservation constraints can be found in
the traditional PBD technique [27].

a. Stretch constraint of two particles (p1,p2) is defined as
the elastic edge of triangles in tetrahedral mesh (Fig. 4). It
can be described as:

Cstretch(p1,p2) = |p1 − p2| − d, (6)

where d is the rest length of the edge. m1 and m2 indicate
the mass of particles p1 and p2.

b. Volume preservation constraint is defined for the parti-
cles (p1,p2,p3,p4) at the corners of tetrahedron (Fig 5). It is
designed to maintain the initial volume of each tetrahedron
and then maintain the total volume of character. The volume
preservation constraint can be described as:

Cvolume(p1,p2,p3,p4) =
1

6
(p1 − p2) × (p1 − p3) · (p1 − p4) − V,

(7)

where V is the initial volume of the tetrahedron.

c. Bind constraint is a stretch constraint between a particle
and its projection on the nearest skeleton bone. We use the
method of [31] to define the bind constraint. While moving,
the projection point for each particle is updated accordingly

Fig. 5 Illustration of volume preservation constraint

Fig. 6 A energy constraint is defined for a tetrahedron. p0 is the
barycenter of the tetrahedron

and the bind constraint push or pull the particle to maintain
the rest distance.

To improve the graphic performance of PBD in skeleton
animation, we design another two constraints: energy preser-
vation and self-collision.

d. Energy preservation constraint Currently, none of con-
straints used in PBD [28] are concerned with material
property of object. Here we extend the traditional PBD
through defining a energy preservation constraint, which uses
the spring potential of each deformed tetrahedronwith spring
stiffness (elastic coefficient). By setting different spring stiff-
ness, it can give plausible deformation for the character with
variety of bio-mechanical material properties.

Figure 6 shows an example of energy preservation con-
straint. Supposing there are four virtual springs between the
barycenter p0 and four corner particles p1, p2, p3, p4, there
is:

p0 =
∑4

i=1 mipi∑4
i=1 mi

. (8)

According to Hooke’s law, we use the following equation
to express the constraint of energy preservation:

Cenergy(p1,p2,p3,p4) = 1

2

4∑

i=1

ki (|pi − p0| − di )
2, (9)

where ki is the elasticity coefficient of the spring pip0, di is
the rest length of the spring pip0. The gradient with respect
to each particle is:
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Fig. 7 Twisting the elbow by extended PBD with only energy preser-
vation constraint in different spring stiffness

Fig. 8 A self-collision constraint is defined between a particle p and a
triangle p1p2p3

∇pi C = ki (|pi − p0| − di )
pi − p0
|pi − p0| . (10)

Then, we can get the correction of each particle:

�pi = −wiCenergy(p1,p2,p3,p4)
∑4

j=1 w j
∣∣∇p j C

∣∣2
∇pi C. (11)

Figure 7 demonstrates the effect of energy preservation
constraint by twisting the elbow (120 degree) with different
spring stiffness (9). In this test, only energy preservation con-
straint is used in the extended PBD. From the figure, the arm
showsmore “volume preservation” feature when k increases.
This constraint can reflect the material attribute of character
during deformation.

e. Self-collision constraint In skeleton-driven animation, the
limbs in joints areamay overlapwhen there is a self-collision.
The particle probably moves through a triangle so that self-
intersection will occur in the surface mesh. We define the
self-collision constraint between a particle and a triangle to
maintain the particle on the original side of the triangle (Fig.
8). It can be described as:

C(p,p1,p2,p3) = (p−p0)· (p2 − p1) × (p3 − p1)
|(p2 − p1) × (p3 − p1)| , (12)

C(p,p1,p2,p3) C(p′,p1′,p2′,p3′) ≥ 0. (13)

where p0 is the barycenter of a triangle p1p2p3, which is the
nearest triangle for the vertex p. pi′ indicates the position
of pi at next animation frame. All the vertices belong to the
joints area.

Fig. 9 When self-collision
happens, the vertex p is
projected to p

′
which is on the

projection plane (yellow)

During animation, once Eq. (13) is not met, a self-
collision is regarded happened. We employed a straight-
forward method similar to the “vertex projection” and
“tangential relaxation” in [12] to handle the overlapping.
Figure 9 illustrates the vertex projection process. The yellow
plane indicates the projection plane, which is perpendicular
to the plane of bone segments (blue lines). p0 is the farthest
contact vertex from the joint j. Both p0 and j are on the
projection plane. We project all the contact vertices on the
projection plane. Supposing p is the contact vertex and n is
the normal vector of projection plane, the projected contact
vertex p

′
can be computed as follows:

p
′ = p − (n · (p − j))n (14)

Simply using vertex projection method could introduce
high distortions of geometry, at the extreme self-intersections
cases [12]. In order to minimize the distortions, we intro-
duce the tangential relaxation steps, which move each vertex
toward the weighted centroid of its neighbors. Supposing pi
is the projected vertex, qi, j are its one-ring neighboring ver-
tices. We compute the barycentric coordinates �i, j such that
pi = ��i, jqi, j , using the mean value coordinates. The tan-
gential relaxation which moves vertex pi can be computed
by

pi ← (pi + ��i, jqi, j )/2. (15)

Figure 10 illustrates the difference of bending the leg with
and without self-collision constraint.

4.3 Surface smoothing

After the modification of deformed skin by PBD, in order
to output realistic skin deformations, we apply the Laplacian
smoothing to the final surface mesh in joints area. The Lapla-
cian smoothing can be described as following operation:

pi = (1 − ki )pi + ki p̃i . (16)

where p̃i is the centroid of the one-ring neighborhood vertex
of pi , and ki controls the amount of smoothing. This opera-
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(a) (b)

Fig. 10 Bending the leg with and without self-collision constraint. a
Without the constraint, b with the constraint

(a) (b)

Fig. 11 Change of skin in armpit area for a human model after man-
ually weight painting. a Before manually weight painting, b after
manually weight painting

tion is only done for surface mesh vertices in joints area, so
that surface details can be preserved as well.

Algorithm 1 describes the whole process of our skinning
method:

5 Weight retargeting

For our technique, though extended PBD can refine the
deformed skin andfix the artifacts automatically, large degree
deformation still generates non-smooth skin surface occa-
sionally (Fig. 11) if the weight setting is not correct in LBS.
Hence to perform a perfect rig for the character, the accurate
weight painting by animator’s hands is still necessary.

To further release the animator from tedious weight paint-
ing which requires sophisticated skills, we also design the
weight retargeting technique using the surface matching and
interpolation based on bi-harmonic distance. It can transfer
the well-painted weight from an existing character model to
a new one.

Algorithm 1 Automatic skinning based on extended PBD
Require: A triangle mesh and a skeleton
Ensure: The deformation of triangle mesh
1: embed skeleton into the triangle mesh
2: generate the tetrahedralmesh from trianglemesh usingPhysxViewer
3: initialize constraints in PBD
4: compute weights for each vertex
5: surface mesh deformation using LBS
6: loop solveri terations times
7: stretching constraints(cs1,…,csn)
8: volume preservation constraints(cv1,…,cvn)
9: bind preservation constraints(cb1,…,cbn)
10: energy preservation constraints(ce1,…,cen)
11: self-collisions constraints(cc1,…,ccn)
12: end loop
13: update vertices in tetrahedral mesh
14: update vertices in triangle mesh
15: Laplacian smoothing

5.1 Bi-harmonic distance

Based on the Green’s function of the Bi-Laplacian, bi-
harmonic distance is a smooth, locally isotropic metric,
which has a number of significant advantages, such as glob-
ally shape-awareness, isometry-invariance, insensitivity to
noise and practical to computation [33]. Moreover, it does
not depend on any parameters. The formal definition of
bi-harmonic distance operator can be described in few equiv-
alent ways. Here we use the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of
the Laplace-Beltrami operator to define the square of the dis-
tance:

dB(x, y)2 =
∞∑

k=1

(ϕk(x) − ϕk(y))2

λ2k
, (17)

where ϕk(x), λk are the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues and
the technical detail can be found in [34]. In particular, we
know the Green’s function gB(x, y) of the bi-harmonic oper-
ator �2 is

gB(x, y) =
∞∑

k=1

ϕk(x)ϕk(y)

λ2k
. (18)

So Eq.17 can be written in the following way:

dB(x, y)2 =
∞∑

k=1

|ϕk(x)|2
λ2k

+
∞∑

k=1

|ϕk(y)|2
λ2k

−2
∞∑

k=1

ϕk(x)ϕk(y)

λ2k

= gB(x, x) + gB(y, y) − 2gB(x, y). (19)
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Fig. 12 Bi-harmonic distance distribution of three models from a
source point (the yellow point). From left to right: human, doll and
armadillo

Given a set of vertices in our charactermodel, we are inter-
ested in calculating all-pairs of distances in the set. Hence we
can get the bi-harmonic distance between any pair of vertices
quickly (O(1)).

Figure 12 illustrates the bi-harmonic distance distribution
of three models (human, doll and armadillo) from a source
point at belly button. The dark blue indicates the areas which
are nearest from the source point, and the dark red indicates
the areas are furthest from the source point.

5.2 Surface matching

Before weight retargeting, we ensure the original model and
retargeted model have the same topology of skeleton struc-
ture. Then, these two models should be normalized into the
same size. We suppose that the surface mesh of original

Fig. 13 Five pairs of corresponding points input are selected in the
regions of head, hands, knees of the original model (left) and retargeting
model (right) in our experiment

model is N and the surface mesh of new model is M . Firstly,
we give a set of corresponding pairs (xi , yi ) ∈ M × N , i =
1, . . . , k, and k is the total number of the corresponding pairs,
xi is a vertex in theM , yi is a vertex in N . In our experiments,
we set k as 5 and the corresponding pairs are selected in the
regions of head, hands and knees (Fig. 13). Now given a ver-
tex x ∈ M , we represent it using the vector of distances to
the known corresponding points on M , the function is as
follows:

x = 1

maxid(x, xi )
(d(x, x1), d(x, x2), . . . , d(x, xk)), (20)

where d(x, xi ) is the bi-harmonic distance between vertices
x and xi . And the normalization is conducted to be more
robust to scales between M and N . Similarly for each vertex
y ∈ N , it can be represent as:

y = 1

maxid(y, yi )
(d(y, y1), d(y, y2), . . . , d(y, yk)). (21)

In order to find the corresponding point y ∈ N for each
point x ∈ M , we use the spirit of [33] to define a prediction
function

c(y, x) = |x − y|w =
(

k∑

i=1

wi (x) |d(x, xi ) − d(y, yi )|2
) 1

2

.

(22)

where c(y, x) reflects the difference of bi-harmonic distance
between corresponding points pair in original model and
retargeting model. wi (x) > 0 and wi (x) indicate the weight
for the bi-harmonic distance difference between a points pair
in surface matching. Considering the global feature of bi-
harmonic distance, to make the computation efficient and
straightforward, we treat wi (x) = 1 in our experiment.

(a)
(b)

Fig. 14 Weight retargeting for the lower leg region from a human to an
armadillo. a Original model (human), b retargeting model (armadillo)
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We search the vertex y which makes the prediction func-
tion (22) minimum to be the corresponding vertex x

′
. To

reduce the computation cost, the searching is only limited
in the corresponding decomposed region according to the
decomposition result (Fig. 3). We also need to find other
four points: y1, y2, y3, y4 ∈ N , which make the prediction
function relatively small. To keep a balance of interpolation
accuracy and computation cost, we choose the number of
interpolation points as four by experimental experience and
compute the weight of x

′
using Shepard interpolation [35].

The Shepard interpolant can be defined as:

wx ′ =
∑4

i=1 fi (x
′
)wi∑4

i=1 fi (x
′
)

, (23)

where wi , i = 1, . . . , 4 is the weight vector of yi , and fi (x
′
)

can be given by fi (x
′
) = 1/d(yi , x

′
). Here d is the bi-

harmonic distance.
Algorithm 2 describes the whole process of weight retar-

geting. Figure 14 illustrates the weight retargeting result of
the lower leg from a human model to an armadillo model
based on bi-harmonic distance.

Algorithm 2 Weight retargeting
1: N ← modeloriginal , M ← modelnew
2: compute Bi-harmonic distance for N ,M
3: select correspondence vertices (xi , yi ) ∈ M × N
4: for x ∈ M do
5: x ← 1

maxi d(x,xi )
(d(x, x1), d(x, x2), . . . , d(x, xk))

6: end for
7: for y ∈ N do
8: y ← 1

maxi d(y,yi )
(d(y, y1), d(y, y2), . . . , d(y, yk))

9: end for
10: for x ∈ M do
11: for i ∈ [1 to 4] do
12: minimize predict function c(y, x) ← |x − y|w =

(
∑k

j=1 w j (x)
∣∣d(x, x j ) − d(y, y j )

∣∣2) 1
2

13: end for
14: compute weight for x using Shepard interpolation wx ′ ←

∑4
i=1 fi (x

′
)wi∑4

i=1 fi (x
′
)

15: end for

6 Experiments and comparison

We have implemented our automatic skinning and weight
retargeting technique using C++ and OpenGL. We also
employ the graph coloring-based parallel PBD technique
in [31] and apply CUDA for computation acceleration. All
the experiments run on a desktop with NVIDIA GeForceGT
630, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU (3.60GHz, 8 cores),
and 8G RAM. To verify the effectiveness of our method, we
have designed two groups of experiments.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15 Comparison of ourmethodwith the LBS andDQS. aBending,
b twisting

(a) (b)

Fig. 16 Comparison of ourmethodwith the latest PBD-based skinning
approach. a Method in [31], b our method

In thefirst experiment,we compare our skinning technique
with the linear blend skinning (LBS) and dual quaternion
skinning (DQS) approaches in joint bending and twisting
(Fig. 15). Since LBS suffers from the volume collapse and
DQS suffers from the bulging artefacts, the visual perfor-
mance of our skinning method is the best.

We also compare our method with the latest PBD-based
skinning approach [31]. It is the deformation of a human
character at the same pose. The result is illustrated in Fig.
16. The data size and the computation time are compared
in Table 1. Since the self-collision constraint is considered
in our method, it can solve the intersection problem in the
contact regions (groin) compared with method in [31].
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Table 1 Data size and time cost
(ms) of the method in [31] and
ours

Method Number
of vertices

Number of
tetrahedra

Constraints Computation
time (ms)

Rumman [31] 24,461 51,110 157,960 18.3

Ours 24,461 51,110 233,531 22.4

(a)

(b)

Fig. 17 Our method automatically produces the realistic skin deformations of the articulated characters. a Human model (184k constraints, 17.74
fps), b dog model (109k constraints, 25.6 fps)

Fig. 18 Key frames of
deformed doll model at the same
poses. a With the computed and
modified weights, b with the
retargeted weights

(a)

(b)

In the second experiment, we demonstrate our auto-
matic skinning method to animate two articulated characters
(human and dog). Figure 17 illustrates the result. Due to
the geometric and physical constraints in extended PBD, the

deformation of joints area is smooth and realistic. To test our
weight retargeting algorithm, we also transfer the painted
weights from a human model (Fig. 2) to both a low mesh
resolution model (doll) and a high mesh resolution model
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 19 Key frames of deformed armadillo model at the same poses. a With the computed and modified weights, b with the retargeted weights

Table 2 Data size and time cost
(millisecond) of LBS, DQS and
our method

Model Number of vertices Number of tetrahedra LBS (ms) DQS (ms) Ours (ms)

Human 24,461 51,110 5.0 15.6 22.4

Dog 18,114 30,790 3.4 11.7 19.0

Doll 13,336 25,768 2.3 10.5 16.5

Armadillo 15,116 23,916 2.8 11.5 17.7

(armadillo), respectively. With the retargeted weights, the
model is deformed by our automatic skinning method and
compared with the animation using weights directly com-
puted by Eq. (2) and modified by the animator. Figures 18
and 19 illustrates the result. From these figures, though there
are small differences in several joints regions (red circles)
between the animation using computed andmanually refined
weights, the retargeted weights still perform realistic skin
deformation. Table 2 documents the data size and the com-
putation time to animate four articulated characters by our
automatic skinning method. Though there is an extra time
cost for the iteration of extended PBD, due to the accelera-
tion by parallel computation, the computation speed of our
skinning approach maintains real time.

7 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have presented an automatic skinning and
weight retargeting approach for articulated characters. The
skin is deformed by the linear blend skinning method with
an embedded skeleton at first. Then, we improve the tra-
ditional position-based dynamics (PBD) method by adding

energy constraints and employ a number of geometric and
physical constraints to refine the deformed skin in joint areas
automatically. This extended PBD-driven skinning refine-
ment can reduce animators a significant amount of time
from traditional rigging processes. Finally, to further liber-
ate animators from the burden of tedious weight painting,
we have developed the weight retargeting method using the
surfacematching and interpolation technique based on the bi-
harmonic distance. With our new method, we could transfer
the well-painted weight from an existing character model to
a new onewith the same topology. This process would ensure
that the high-quality rig can be reused without any manual
intervention. Through the parallel computation acceleration,
our skinning approach maintains real time.

Nevertheless, our method is not without limitations.
Though our extended PBD-based skinning method can fix
the artifacts in joints area automatically, it needs a basically
correct weight setting beforehand. Otherwise, it may gener-
ate non-smooth skin surface occasionally when large degree
deformation happens (Fig. 11). To perform a perfect rig for
the character, the accurate weight fixing by animators hands
is still necessary occasionally. That is why we presented the
weight retargeting technique to release the animator from
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tedious weight fixing process. For weight retargeting, our
method requires the retargeting model has the same skeleton
topologywith the originalmodel. In future, we plan to extend
our technique to the models with different skeleton topology.
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